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Chapter 2151 The Birthday 

Unknown to me, her husband's birthday was coming up. How could I know that it was going to save me 

again? 

 

It was in the middle of the summer. I was on my way over to the neighbor's place just to visit at the end 

of the day. Billy hadn't had a steady job for years, but Mary Jo was smart, pretty, and gainfully employed 

as the real breadwinner of that 
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Chapter 2152 The Break Room 

A different narrative. Give it a chance if you can. 

 

Knock, knock. The soft knocks fell on the door at the room at the end of the hall. 

 

"Come in," she answered. 

 

She opened the door just enough to enter, closed it behind her, and leaned back against the door. 

 

She was sitting on the sofa with her legs drawn up under her. 

 

"What took you so long?" she a 

 

 

Chapter 2153 The Cap>1 

"Nice cap!" she said as she finished the checkout of my groceries. 

 

"Thanks. It was a gift from a friend." 

 

"Is it real leather?" 

 

"Yeah. I think it's hand made. Would you like to try it on?" I offered, then paused and added, "...Naked." 

 

She looked at me kind of funny and said, "Excuse me?" 

 

I repeated, "Would you like to try on my hat... Naked?" 

 

"I... 
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Chapter 2154 The Cap>2 



Cindy gulped and I looked over at her. She was staring at Ellie with big eyes and an open mouth. She had 

let go of the arms of the chair, had finally removed her apron, and was playing with the top button of 

her dress with one hand and rubbing her leg with the other. She looked over at me and swallowed hard. 

I could tell she was breathing harder. 
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Chapter 2155 The Chiropractic Appointment 

I noticed it at my very first appointment. The Dr. had a figure that wouldn't quit. I filled out the new 

patient form, but couldn't keep my mind off her chest. When she called me back to a patient room for 

my initial interview, I struggled to keep my mind on her questions. Then she read me the "all 

manipulations and procedures in this practice are 
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Chapter 2156 The Eye Exam: 1 

My vision was the only thing on my mind when I walked into the optometrist's office for my annual 

checkup. I was more than overdue for my eye exam, but what I saw as soon as I opened the office door 

made me take a hard second look. And it wasn't because my eyes were bad; on the contrary, my vision 

is near perfect. No, what caused me to stare was th 
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Chapter 2157 The Eye Exam: 2 

I felt her legs spread apart as she moved the stool closer to the big chair. My knees were now pushing 

against the upper part of the inside of her legs. I could almost see her legs spread wide and her skirt 

bunched up just above her pussy. 

 

"Mike, I can't seem... Oh, god..." 

 

I was pinching her nipples through her blouse and bra. With one hand I bega 
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Chapter 2158 The Fast Food Worker: 1 

It was just another summer day. And it was lunch time. And I had to get out of the office away from my 

boring job. But, let's face it - my lunch hours were usually just as boring as my work. Little did I know 

that today everything would change. 

 

I put my files and working papers away in the file drawer, as I had been instructed to keep them away 

fro 
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Chapter 2159 The Fast Food Worker: 2 

She unbuttoned her shirt and pulled it off her shoulders, exposing her light-blue, half-bra which was, 

indeed, straining under its load. She put her fingers under each of the bra cups and pulled it up and over 

her tits. She turned toward me and thrust out her chest. 

 

"My god!" I thought. Was there anything more perfect? They must have been C-cup and 
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Chapter 2160 Fucking Apetite: 1 

"What the hell is this, soldier?" 

 

"SIR, I don't know, SIR!" 

 

I was braced up at full attention beside my bunk during our weekly unannounced inspection. We were in 

our third week of basic training in the U.S. Army. They were trying to teach us green civilians how to be 

soldiers. It had been a rough three weeks. 

 

The rest of my squad was also standing 

 

 

 


